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INTRODUCTION 

 
Everyone knows how to role-play – they’ve probably spent dozens, if not 
hundreds of hours doing it.  I watch my kids, ages four and six, doing it every day.  
Maybe they each have a plastic robot in their hands. 
 

“I’m the goodie and I’ve got fire power!” 
“Well I’m the baddie and I’ve got rocket power, and I shoot you Pow! Pow!”  
“You missed!  And I get you with my fire and you’re dead!” 
“No I’m not – you missed!” 
“No. I. Didn’t!” 
 

And at this point, we need something or someone to resolve the situation – 
preferably not me. 
 
This instinctive play, where the fictional intentions come first, and the 
mechanical resolution of conflicting intentions comes after, is the kind of role-
playing that Ingenero supports.  You say exactly what ‘your guy’ wants to do, and 
maybe the GM says OK but adds a twist to the tail, or maybe you role some dice 
and if you’re lucky, that’s pretty much what happens. 
 
Even though the game uses a GM (Game Master) to be the ‘someone’ who often 
resolves conflicting intentions, the idea is that everybody at the table determines 
the direction of the story through the decisions and reactions of their characters, 
rather than have one player (the GM) determine a plot and the other players 
follow it.  So Ingenero GM’s improvise. 
 
Making game-significant decisions is the best part of any game, roleplaying 
included.  A predetermined plot must rob the players of choice if they are 
required to follow it – effectively robbing them of the best part of the game.  So 
this game requires that the GM improvise rather than map out a story in advance.  
However, many of the mechanics are aimed squarely at making improvisation as 
easy as possible, by spreading the load between everyone at the table, and a 
philosophy that the GM is really just another player.   
 
The players are improvising when they play their characters, so why not the GM 
as well?  What else is role-playing but improvisation, after all? 
 

Ingenero is about instinctive roleplaying.  Everyone, including the GM, improvises their 
character’s thoughts and deeds.  Events – hopefully engaging and exciting ones – unfold 
as a result. 
!
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SUMMARY 

 
CHARACTERS: 
 
Motives are what make the character tick.  (Beliefs, desires, issues and relationships) 

Goals are objectives a character will strive for during play. 

Body and Soul are the characters physical and mental resilience to adversity. 

Proficiencies define a character’s general capabilities. 

Plays are specific actions a character can take that show off a character’s style 
and highlight where they really shine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Important things about the structure of the game, how it works – in a nutshell. 
!

Name:  Major Septimus Braithwaite  
 
Concept:  He is a thoroughly British, scholarly type of 
military officer in his 50s.  Slight of build and partially 
lame, yet keeps himself in good physical condition.  An avid 
student of the occult and secret practitioner of magic. 
 
Body:  3 Soul:  5 
  
Proficiencies:  SORCERER 3 (Combat magic 5), 
BEUREAU OFFICER 3 
 

History:  Served as an officer during WWI where he 
received a serious injury incurred whilst leading an assault on 
a stubborn enemy trench led by a German officer who was 
seemingly unaffected by mortal wounds.  Rallied by this 
fearsome individual, the Germans repulsed the attack, 
inflicting great casualties.  He retired from his position on a 
disability pension immediately after the war.  He became avidly 
interested in the supernatural and the occult, and amongst 
other things, joined and quickly became a high-ranking member 
of the Freemasons.  Now, with concerns over possible war 
with Nazi Germany, he has been recalled to service in MI6 as 
head of the field unit of the Bureau.    
 Beliefs:  Conviction:  The occult is neither inherently 

good nor evil, its how it is used that counts. 
Desires:  Knowledge & Power:  To acquire as much 
occult knowledge and power as he can – beat the Nazis at 
their own game. 
Issues:  Pride:  Refuses to let his age and injury confine 
him to deskwork. 
Relationships:  Responsibility:  For the lives of the men 
and women under his command. 
Cares for Tshilaba:  She has had a hard upbringing and 
doesn’t really deserve the dangers of this job he has 
dragged her in to. 
 
Goal:  Find out who, or what, the fearsome German 
trench soldier was, and the secret of his power. 
 

Plays: 
+1 Hold attackers at bay with deft sword-cane blocks and 
precision slashes  
+1 Shoot calmly and efficiently with a pistol at arms length  
+1 Rattle a single opponent with a thundering command 
word  
+1 Halt a supernatural being, for a time, with a warding word 
and raised palms  
+1 Smash or bend an object, or hurt someone, with a blow 
and a power word 
+1 Deflect any kind of attack with a protection word and 
cutting hand  
+1 Assert his authority with steely confidence.  
+1 Rally his comrades with inspiring words 
+1 Resist fear with quiet resolve and a stiff upper lip 
+1 Bond with someone using a fatherly aspect. 
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 STRUCTURE OF PLAY: 
 
Play consists of alternating story and challenge phases.  Challenging situations 
and conflict can occur during either phase.  How these are handled depends on 
the significance of the situation to any character goal.    

You can announce one or more character goals during story phase.  When any 
character (PC or NPC) is involved in a challenging situation when advancing 
closely on a goal, play switches to challenge phase.  When the goal is resolved 
one way or the other, play switches back to story phase, and so on. 
 
In the diagram below, each flashpoint is a challenging situation or conflict on 
the path to a final decisive struggle for the goal.  Situations 1 and 2, being 
distant from the goal, are resolved without dice during story phase.  Situation 3 
is close to the goal so play switches to challenge phase, where challenging 
situations are resolved using plays and dice.  However this one is framed so it 
wont deny the chance to compete for the final goal.  It may significantly effect 
the chance of ultimate success, however.  During the goal challenge, all bets are 
off – this challenge sitaution is always played for keeps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STORY PHASE: 

Story phase is about your character’s decisions.  The GM will not block plausible 
intentions in story phase, but they will complicate things with twists, dilemmas 
and consequences.  There is no mechanical challenge resolution to worry about 
during story phase, allowing the players and the GM to focus on advancing the 
story towards decisive points defined by character goals.  This is not 
storyboarding.  Players play their characters by describing what they intend, and 
the GM devises complications, reacts to character decisions and narrates the 
resulting outcomes.  

That doesn’t mean story phase is rushed, or lacks challenging situations or 
conflict – just that those are resolved a different way.  The intent is to highlight 
the decisions characters make – which goals they pursue, and how they choose 

GOAL  

Challenge phase Story phase 

  1 2 3 

Next story phase 
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to approach their problems, rather than bog down in details when the situation 
isn’t immediately relevant to what the characters care about most – their goals. 

This results in pacing that builds towards, and focuses on, dramatic goals that 
players set for their characters.  The story is about your characters, after all. 

To help inspire improvisation, a random story seed is rolled at the start of each 
story phase for the GM to mix in or build on. 
 

 
CHALLENGE PHASE: 
 
During challenge phase pressured character actions are resolved with dice.  
When a character intention is announced, the GM will decide if it needs to be 
resolved using the challenge resolution mechanics.  The GM can also call for 
challenge phase when the intentions of significant NPCs are opposed by PCs. 
 
In addition, the GM must decide how to frame the challenge.  Some situations 
can be classified as roadblocks.  A roadblock is any situation that is the only way 
a character can advance towards their goal.   These may be framed such that the 
question is not about if the character passes the roadblock, but how.   Characters 
may perform well, experiencing no negative consequences, but if they perform 
badly, they proceed at a significant disadvantage.  Every challenge still counts, 
but play is not dead-ended on a dice roll. 

Example:  The characters have just overcome an ambush by zombie Nazi soldiers.   The next 
story phase proceeds.  The story seed rolled is ‘an obligation’.  The GM mixes this in as: 
“…their  local guide, injured in the fighting, was actually mortally wounded and with his dying 
breath beseeches  them to free his captured compatriots from the Nazi fortress, and destroy the 
source of the zombie menace” 
 
They decide to honor the dead guides request and press on.  Some characters set goals of 
rescuing the prisoners, others – destroying the zombie menace.  Upon arriving at the castle, 
they observe truck loads of Nazi soldiers, equipment, and yes – more zombies – entering 
and leaving.  Quickly waylaying a truck, they dispatch the drivers and take their clothes.  In 
disguise, they bluff their way into the fortress. 
 
Once inside, they sneak around, until they discover two things – a dungeon where prisoners 
are awaiting the zombification ritual, and the presence of several very high-ranking Nazi 
staff – very much on the Allied hit list.  Eliminating them would be a huge blow for the 
Nazis!  But they are outnumbered; with surprise their only advantage.  Do they concentrate 
on the prisoners, the Nazi officers, or try to achieve both aims?   
 
They decide to concentrate on the prisoners – the enemy generals will not die this day.  
(Story phase is about choices and consequences.)  They plan to set off explosives in the 
munitions dump as a distraction, and then break out the prisoners.  When this action is about 
to go down, the GM shifts the game into challenge phase and the dice come out… 
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PLAYS: 
 
Challenging situations or conflicts are usually resolved using proficiencies and 
plays.  When the character wishes to do something the GM feels should be tested 
– some dramatic, challenging situation or conflict – the player rolls a number of 
D10s for any proficiency that suits the undertaking and picks the highest value 
rolled.  i.e.  Could use Pirate or Nobleman to fight (in different styles), but probably 
only Pirate could be used for nautical flavoured challenges, whilst only Nobleman 
could be used for courtly discourse.  In the event that the character has no 
applicable proficiency to draw on, a default of one die is used. 
 
Signature Plays are those listed on the character sheet – these are things the 
character is especially good at.  An improvised play is a play made up on the spot.  
Whichever type of play is used, there is a cumulative -2 penalty to further use of 
the same play, during the same challenge. 
 
A short example follows, to illustrate their use.  Septimus Braithewaite, from the 
previous example, is in conflict with Rainer Hertz.   Rainer has interrupted Septimus 
stealing an artifact from the office, and attempts to stop him. 

 

 
 
 

Name:  Rainer Hertz       Body:  6,   Soul 2 
Proficiencies:    COMMANDO 3 (Melee 6), BUREAU AGENT 2  
Plays: 
+2 Ignore a flesh wound as if it never happened  
+2 Shrug off impact or a blow with a shake of his head 
+1 Use an opponent or something heavy to knock down other opponents like skittles  
+1 Carry a large heavy object for cover when shot at  
+1 Stagger an opponent with a massive roundhouse blow 
 
Septimus hopes to gain an advantage over Rainer by rattling him with a thundering command 
word (signature play).  Rainer charges in to knock Septimus over before he can react 
(improvised play). 
 
Septimus rolls 5D10 for his offensive magic proficiency, resulting in a highest value of 9.  He adds 
1 for his signature play for a total of 10.  Rainer rolls 6D10 for his melee proficiency, resulting in a 
highest value of 7.  He receives no bonus for an improvised play.  Septimus’ play takes effect, and 
Rainer is staggered momentarily, giving Septimus a temporary +4 bonus in the next round. 
 
Septimus attempts to capitalize and physically hurt Rainer with a blow and a power word 
(signature).  Rainer goes purely defensive, employing his signature shrug off impact or a blow 
with a shake of his head. 
 
Septimus will roll 5D10 (offensive magic) and then add +4 (advantage) and +1 (signature play) to 
the highest value.  Rainer will roll 6D10  (melee), +1 (pure defence) and +2 (signature play)… 
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GOALS: 
 
Goals can be thought of as having two flavors: 
 

External goals are pretty simple: the character wants to make something 
happen, by physical or social means. 
 
Internal goals are basically about needs.  Everybody needs things.  Food 
and shelter for one, but obtaining those are external goals.  Internal goals 
are aimed at fulfilling emotional needs – security, affirmation, inclusion, 
love, justice, respect, forgiveness, admiration, trust, happiness, satisfaction, 
understanding, etc… 

 
 
Example:  Motivated by a ‘respect’ issue, a character might set an external goal of 
accomplishing a specific difficult task.  Having achieved this goal, has the character 
won respect?   Maybe, maybe not – the focus was on the task, not the reaction. 
 
A way to bring the respect issue to a head is to make a goal to get a specific 
character to show them respect.  That would be resolved by a social challenge with 
the aim of getting the other character to sincerely feel and demonstrate respect. 
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SOCIAL CHALLENGES: 
 
Social plays are like other plays in that they describe an outcome that your 
character intends.  However the outcome cannot be to directly dictate what 
another character believes, says or does.  Only the player's character (or the GM 
in the case of NPCs) can make those choices.   
 
However, plays may be used during challenge phase to change the perception or 
the emotion of a situation, and resist such attempts.  (An example of two 
characters using emotional plays is below) 
 
Relevant proficiencies are used to target other characters.  A social specialist 
might have a proficiency that covers all types of social play – a politician, a 
courtier, or someone with proficiency such as ‘silver tongued’ or ‘manipulator’.   
Whereas some proficiencies might cover specific plays only.  A police officer is 
trained to read suspects (perception), and a warrior to intimidate his opponents 
(emotion). 
 

 
 

Example:  Wyatt is a little kid being bossed around by Bruce the big kid.  Bruce has issues 
that make him act out - so he has a need to make himself feel better at others expense.  So 
Bruce’s player sets an internal goal to get Wyatt to admit he is the leader because he is the 
biggest and strongest.   
 
Wyatt’s player might try to contest the challenge.  That’s when we can use plays.  Bruce 
would probably try to make Wyatt fear him (his best social play)  - push him around, ask him 
“What’s he going to do if a monster comes calling, huh?”  Lets say he wins and now Wyatt’s 
player is fearful of Bruce.  But Wyatt decides not to show it (which reduces his soul by one 
point)  
 
Wyatt decides to make Bruce feel stupid.  He says “There’s more to fighting monsters than 
muscles - it takes brains and you aint got any!“ He succeeds and Bruce feels stupid, and Bruce 
decides to act on that emotion, but not by backing down!  He makes a physical play to 
wrestle Wyatt to the floor, and he succeeds easily.  He says “Where’s your brains now Wyatt? 
How are you going to get out of this smarty pants?” 
 
Now Wyatt (being smart) tries to make Bruce ashamed - "Leaders don’t have to beat up on their 
team Bruce, if you were a proper leader you wouldn’t have to push people around!"   He succeeds 
and Bruce feels ashamed.  Bruce’s player decides to concede the emotion and he ruefully lets 
Wyatt up and apologizes.   
 
Now Bruce’s player decides to make Wyatt feel sorry for him - he knows Wyatt has the 
motive "take care of the other kids", so he uses this as a +4 advantage.   He says, choking up, 
"Nobody thinks I can do anything!”  And he succeeds.  Wyatt’s player decides to accept the 
emotion and puts his hand on Wyatt shoulder "You can do stuff Bruce, but a leader has to lead 
by example, he cant make people follow him.  If you can lead us properly, Ill follow you” So 
Wyatt’s player concedes the challenge to Bruce, and decides to modify his relationship 
motive with Bruce from "Bruce is a stupid horrible bully" to "Bruce needs to be handled the right 
way".  (which gets him XP) 
ample:  Wyatt is a little kid being bossed around by Bruce the big kid.  Bruce has issues that 
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THE PLAYERS: 
 
You explicitly announce goals for your characters, and then strive to achieve 
them.  When goals are achieved, you receive experience points (XP) that may be 
spent replenishing character’s spent reserves, and gaining new plays.  You 
receive more points for setting goals inspired by your character’s motives, and 
for modifying your character’s motives during play in response to dramatic 
events. 
 
It should be clear that choice of goals is the major factor in how the story 
unfolds and that this power and responsibility rests entirely with the players. 
 
You have the power!  Player initiative drives the story forward.   
 
 
 THE GM: 
 
The GM reacts to player initiative.  Ingenero calls for improvisation from the GM, 
rather than a preconceived plot.  This entails coming up with complications and 
consequences of PC actions, and interesting and motivated Non-Player 
Characters (NPCs).  If the GM has a stable of interesting, motivated characters of 
their own, improvising will be so much easier. 
 
Lastly, the GM is also there to have fun and role-play.  But rather than one 
character, he has many.  It’s not the GM’s job simply to make sure that everybody 
else has fun.  
 
The players play their PCs, and the GM plays his or her NPCs, and everybody gets 
to find out what happens next. 
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SETUP 

 
You can brainstorm a setting and premise for the game or 
the GM can have one pre-prepared, along with stable of 
NPCs.   

Character motivation is more important than character 
proficiencies. Ingenero doesn’t restrict your character’s 
ability to perform cool actions – the why of those actions is 
the important thing. 

Motives and Plays take most of the time – feel free to defer 
completion of these.  You can finish them off during play. 

 
HOW: 

1. Agree on Setting, Tone and Premise 
2. Character Concept and Proficiencies 
3. Character Motives 
4. Set a starting Goal 
5. Character Stats: Body & Soul 
6. Character Signature Plays     
7. Initial situation  

 
SETTING AND TONE 

 
 

Choose a setting and game tone. 
 

Select the setting – a setting from a book, TV, film, game is 
the recommended way to get an instant world that everyone 
is familiar with.  Example: “A pulpy steampunk universe 
reminiscent of ‘John Carter of Mars’.” 
Select the game tone – dark or light, serious or comedy, R or 
PG, mainly collaborative or competitive - then everyone stick 
to it.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Don’t!rush!or!consider!
setup!as!trivial!–!a!
good!setup!is!the!basis!
for!everything!that!
comes!after.!
!
Brainstorm!all!your!
ideas!during!the!
process!of!character!
creation,!don't!just!sit!
there!silently!
scribbling!away.!
 
 
 

 
 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Familiarity!with!the!
game!setting!really!
helps!with!inspiration!
during!character!
creation!and!during!
general!play.!

Setting defines the fictional world for the game, and agreeing on tone ensures that 
everybody approaches it in the same way.   
!

The aim is to create a fun game with satisfying fiction.  Setup lays the groundwork for that. 
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PREMISE 

 
The premise is used to ensure character concepts, 
proficiencies, motives and goals will be relevant for the game 
the players are expecting to play.  Games with a similar 
setting could have wildly different premises – the setting 
alone is not enough to information for character creation. 
 
Structure the premise as either: 
 
 General aims of the characters and the ways they will 
 achieve them, or 
 
 General aims of the characters and types of obstacles in 
 their way. 
 
 
Good examples:  
“We get rich by exploring dungeons, killing monsters and taking 
their stuff!” 
 
 
“The adventures of a bunch of misfits, thrown together by 
circumstance, struggling to work together in order to survive”.  
 
 
“The characters are trying to win the war against the Axis using 
the secrets of the supernatural.” 
 
 
“Heroes that strive to achieve glory for themselves and their 
community despite adversity and the whims of the gods.” 
 
 
Bad example:  
“A cyberpunk scenario set in a dystopian London in the year 
2036.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In!discussions!about!
game!setup,!pitch!a!

suggested!premise!to!
the!other!players,!not!
just!a!setting/genre.!

!
!
!

!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aim:!!treasure!
Method:!!exploring!

dungeons!and!killing!
monsters!

!
Aim:!!survival!

Obstacle:!!ability!to!
cooperate!

!
!

Aim:!!win!the!war!
Method:!!supernatural!

means!
!
!

Aim:!!glory!
Obstacle:!adversity!
and!capricious!gods!

!
!
!

Aim:!!???!
Method:!???!
Obstacle:!??? 

 

The premise informs the players of the general aims of the characters and the ways they 
will achieve them, which is vital for creating involved and effective characters 
!
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CHARACTER CREATION 

 
You want a character concept that fits with the premise. You 
want to include snippets of background information and 
history about your character that the GM can weave into the 
initial situation and ongoing improvised story.  You want 
motives that are likely to be triggered or acted upon.  You 
want proficiencies that will make your character effective 
during the type of challenges likely to be encountered.  You 
want pursuable goals that have a chance of being integrated 
into the story at some stage, and then of being achieved. 

Use the premise as a guide:  in a game about ‘getting treasure 
by exploring dungeons and killing monsters’, you don't want a 
character who aims to write great poetry and is skilled at 
calligraphy – very difficult character to play with that 
premise. 

 

CHARACTER CONCEPT 

 
It’s helpful to have a starting concept for your characters that 
can sum them up in a sentence or two, both to get your own 
creative juices flowing, and to be able to quickly describe 
your character to other players to avoid ‘doubling-up’.  Pick a 
fitting name, not a trite or silly name (unless that is the 
agreed tone of the game), and if the name is hard to 
remember, give the character a shorter nickname or handle 
that other players can easily keep track of.   
 
Quotable summary:  Calico Jack – an eccentric and perpetually 
hungover pirate, down on his luck, who gets by through his 
silver tongue and deceptively quick reactions. 
 

Announce your character name and concept 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These!mechanics!don't!
define!every!type!of!
detail!about!your!
character!–!they!only!
provide!the!minimum!
to!accomplish!the!aims!
of!character!creation.!!
You!can!add!more!and!
different!types!of!
character!detail!
whenever!you!like.!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Use!the!premise!to!
make!sure!your!
character!is!relevant!
to!the!game!that!is!
about!to!be!played.!!
The!premise!should!
tell!you!what!you!need!
to!know!to!do!that,!
otherwise!it!needs!to!
be!revised!before!
continuing.!
!!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

The aim is to create interesting, self-motivated characters that get involved in lots of 
dramatic situations. 
!

The character concept should offer a short, quotable summary of your character, and 
provide a brief history with plenty of relevant hooks and cues to leverage during play. 
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HISTORY:  There is no preferred format to this part of your 
character concept.  The purpose is to provide a little more 
detail about your character, with an emphasis on providing 
active hooks and cues that can be used during general play, 
by either yourself or the GM.  Fill it in during play if you like. 
 
Example continued:  Jack was employed into service for the 
South African Trading Company and was given command of the 
Lusty Lass. However, after he set free a cargo of slaves, his 
employer, Curtis Butler, had Jack branded as a pirate and the 
Lass to be set aflame and sunk. After failing to rescue the Lass, 
Calico struck a bargain with the ghostly captain of the Flying 
Dutchman, Bernard Fokke, to resurrect his beloved vessel, 
renamed the Dark Ranger, and began a new life as a pirate. At 
some point in his career, Jack obtained the title of Pirate King, 
his domain being the West Indies.    
 
 

PROFICIENCIES 

 
Proficiencies are either broad descriptions of experience that 
the character has had in the past (backgrounds), or general 
aptitudes that define how good the character is at doing 
anything remotely related to that thing. 
 
Example backgrounds might be : Pirate, Nobleman, Prostitute, 
Street-Urchin, Hunter, Soldier, Policeman, Nurse, etc... 
 
Example aptitudes might be : Natural leader, Good talker, Strong 
Athlete, Quick mover, Observant, etc... 
 

Players have 8 points that they allocate between 
proficiencies and proficiency specializations. 

 
The idea is for proficiencies and their usage to be inclusive, 
not exclusive.   If the character wants to do something and it 
is a gray area as to whether a particular proficiency would be 
appropriate, then use it.  Only avoid using a proficiency when 
it is obvious that it is not appropriate. 

!
It!might!be!useful!to!
jump!back!and!forth!
between!character!

concept!and!
proficiencies!(see!next!
section),!doing!a!little!
of!one!to!inspire!the!

other,!then!back!
again.!

!
!
!
!

This!character!concept!
is!chock!full!of!

potential!ideas!and!
goals!to!weave!into!

future!play.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

If!two!proficiencies!are!
similar,!treat!them!as!
a!single!proficiency.!!

i.e.!rather!than!
Mercenary(3,(Guard(3,!!

use!Mercenary(and(
Guard(6(

(
!
!
!
!
!

!
!

If!you!have!two!
proficiencies!that!

could!be!subsumed!by!
a!single!proficiency,!

such!as!Noble(+(Soldier(
=(Knight,!you!can!use!
the!single!proficiency!

!
!
!

The aim of proficiencies is to define the ways the character can be effective in dramatic 
situations that help the character achieve goals.   i.e. instances where you would roll dice. 
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Proficiencies can be purchased up to a maximum of level 3, 
costing one point per level. 

 
Players can then purchase a number of narrower-scoped 
proficiencies called specializations.  Specializations are areas 
of expertise within a broader-based proficiency that the 
character is particularly good at. 
 

Specializations can be purchased up to a maximum of +3, 
costing one point per additional level. 

 
Example 1:  This cop is pretty good at anything involving 
shooting and terrific at hand-to-hand fighting.  For all other 
cop-related activities he uses his cop 3 proficiency.  For non-cop 
related activities, a default one die is used. 
 
shooty & punchy cop:    COP 3 (shooting 5, melee 6) 
The cost in points is: 

COP 3    three points 
shooting +2 two points 
melee +3 three points 

 
Example 2:  This cop is extremely good at interrogation.  For all 
other cop-related activities she uses her cop 3 proficiency.  For 
making friends and understanding people she uses EMPATHY, 
and for everything else, a default one die is used. 
 
talky and friendly cop:    COP 3 (interrogation 6), EMPATHY 2 
The cost in points is: 

COP 3     three points 
Interrogation +3 three points 
EMPATHY 2  two points 
 

Consider thinking about the following questions for each 
background selected, even if you don’t commit the answers 
to paper – it might help with the character concept. 
 

• How did the character come to be involved in that 
background? 

• Under what circumstances did they leave it? 
• Biggest achievement during that time? 
• Worst disaster during that time? 
• Most significant relationship/interaction with another 

character during that time 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
Use!backgrounds!
instead!of!aptitudes!
where!possible,!
because!they!have!an!
implied!history!and!
are!generally!more!
useful.!!!
Only!use!an!aptitude!
when!you!can’t!think!
of!a!plausible!
background!that!
would!include!the!
ability!you!want.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Specializations!are!still!
relatively!broad!areas!
of!expertise,!just!not!
as!superPbroad!as!the!
proficiencies!from!
which!they!are!
derived.!
!
!
!
!
!
For!your!character’s!
history!section!
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HOW PROFICIENCIES ARE USED: 

When the character wishes to do something that the GM feels 
should be tested – some dramatic, pressured situation or 
conflict – the player rolls a number of D10s for any 
proficiency that suits the undertaking and picks the highest 
value rolled.  i.e.  Could use Pirate or Nobleman to fight (in 
different styles), but probably only Pirate could be used for 
nautical flavored challenges, whilst only Nobleman could be 
used for courtly discourse.  In the event that the character 
has no applicable proficiency experience to draw on, a 
default of 1 dice is used. 
 
 
CHOOSING RELVEVANT PROFICIENCIES: 

The effectiveness of your character will largely be 
determined by choice of proficiencies.   You want your 
character to be effective in ways that will help achieve goals.   
The section on goals says ‘A good goal is a challenging 
situation where the stakes are high for your character’.    In 
other words, it’s no use being most effective at things that 
don’t aren’t good for achieving challenging, high stakes 
outcomes. 
 
Let’s take an example:  MECHANIC.   Is that a good choice of 
proficiency?   It depends.   If the game premise is all about 
motor-racing for instance, then yes.  Or if your character 
concept describes someone whose goals revolve around 
mechanical challenges, then sure – a character whose self-
esteem is fed by their professional ability, for instance. 
 
If that isn’t the case, you might still have a character who is a 
mechanic, but is also a jack-of-all-trades, giving them scope 
to achieve goals in multiple ways.   Or you could subsume 
the proficiency into a more encompassing one to give the 
character more breadth.  i.e.  Change mechanic to amateur 
stock car racer.  This implies the character is not only good at 
automotive and mechanical repairs, but also driving fast, 
giving you more options.   
 
To reiterate, choose proficiencies that are important to the 
game premise, or important to your character.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Proficiencies!!don’t!tell!
you!everything!about!
your!character,!only!

the!ways!in!which!the!
character!can!achieve!
goals.!!You!could!play!

an!artist!in!a!game!
with!a!gun!fighting!

premise!and!not!take!
artist!as!a!proficiency!
at!all,!as!you!don’t!see!
any!way!in!which!an!

artistic!challenge!
would!be!important!
for!your!character!in!
that!game.!!!That’s!
fine,!you!can!still!
narrate!artistic!

achievements!during!
story!phase!–!that!

doesn’t!rely!on!
proficiencies.!!!

 
 
 
 
 
!
!
!
 


